Overview
This file models the heating of helium gas from 11 K to a goal of at least 280 K.
The purpose is to demonstrate the feasibility of an ambient vaporizer for this application, given the low pressure drop available.
The setup is a 100-foot Schedule 20 10" steel pipe leading into a vaporizer with some number of parallel, finned 1" pipes.
Results suggest that the proposed setup with 18 parallel vaporizer tubes will suffice, under the condition that about half of the leading 10" pipe be ice-free and open to natural convection. This section is pipe is valuable for the larger part of the heating operation and requires little pressure drop to maintain an acceptable flow rate. It is still advantageous to have a significant portion of the warm-up occur in the ambient vaporizer bank, because the cold gas demands less pressure drop to move through the pipe-thus, the more heating done at the end of the gas's travel, the less pressure drop needed.
System Schematic

Model Structure
There are currently four submodels to this simulation: one fluid submodel (containing two HX macros), and three thermal submodels-the 10" tube, an ambient vaporizer tube, and a fin.
BigFlow
The fluid submodel, "BigFlow," defines the starting conditions and pumping conditions of the helium. Currently, the pump is modeled as a defined mass flow rate, rather than any complex pumping relationship between pressure and volume flow rate. This allows us to find plausible steady-state combinations of pressure drop, temperature, and mass flow.
The "HX-1" macro is the 10" pipe with natural convection. The "HX-2" macro is a single pipe of the ambient vaporizer; a duplication factor is applied at both ends to represent a bank of some number of pipes.
HX-1 and BigPipe
HX-1 connects to the thermal submodel "BigPipe," a three-layer, 100-axial division model of the steel pipe wall. Thermal properties (heat capacity and thermal conductivity) of the steel are calculated from arrays of temperature, property pairs (arrays 1 and 2, respectively, of the submodel).
Convection between the pipe and wall is calculated by FLUINT.
Axial and radial conduction within the pipe wall model are calculated with standard formulas. The subroutine "NCHCT" calculates a separate convection coefficient for each out-layer lump of the wall. (This subroutine is based on natural convection from a horizontal cylinder.)
Simulations showed that the outer layer of the metal, if open to free convection, was generally above 200 K in temperature.
HX-2, SmPipe01, and vapfin01
The HX-2 macro is duplicated according to the register "sp_rep." it represents a single pipe of the ambient vaporizer, made of aluminum.
No convection directly off the pipe wall is included. All heat exchanged with the environment is done through the fin model "vapfin01," and the heat exchange seen by the tube is multiplied by the number of fins defined by the register "fins_per."
Vapfin01 represents five long, vertical stripes of metal along the fin. Because heat exchange from a vertical plate is not a linear function of height, it is unfortunately necessary to assume a single temperature along each of these stripes. The five subdivisions exist because SINDA has no subroutine for fin efficiency. Each fin is assumed to be standing alone in the ambient environment. Calculations of the netual convection off the fins are done is "Variables 1" of the fin submodel.
Assumptions
-no losses in fittings -identical parallel tubes is ambient vaporizer -identical fins -fins are free standing flat plates with vertical stripes of constant temperature -pump represented as constant mass or volume flow rate -ice either completely blocks a give section of pipe or has no effect at all. This graph shows how less pressure drop is needed if more of the 10" tube has no convection (or is iced), but that there is a cutoff around 75% after which 36 ambient vaporizer tubes cannot heat the gas sufficiently.
